Highpoints of the United States

The highpoints of the fifty states range
from Alaskas 20,320 foot high Mount
McKinley to 345 feet at Lakewood Park in
Florida. Some highpoints, such as Mount
Mitchell in North Carolina and New
Hampshires Mount Washington can be
reached by automobile on a sightseeing
drive. Others such as Colorados Mount
Elbert or Mount Marcy in New York are
accessible as wilderness day hikes. Still
others, such as Mount Rainier in
Washington or Gannett Peak in Wyoming,
are strenuous and risky mountaineering
challenges that should be attempted only
by experienced climbers. Whatever your
level of skill and interest, Highpoints of the
United States offers a diverse range of
experiences.Arranged alphabetically by
state, each listing has a map, photographs,
and information on trailhead, main and
alternative routes, elevation gain, and
conditions. Historical and natural history
notes are also included, as are suggestions
for specific guidebooks to a region or
climb. Appendices include a list of
highpoints by region, by elevation, and a
personal log for the unashamed
peak-bagger.Whether youre an armchair
hiker or a seasoned climber, interested only
in your states highest point or all fifty, this
book will be an invaluable companion and
reference.

50 U.S. State High Points (alphabetical by state). The high points of each of the fifty states in the United States, listed in
alphabetical order by state. Show Map As of 2014, only approximately 253 people had reached all 50 high points in the
United States. Miller started her 50 Peaks Challenge at Denali,State high points are shown as red circles. Low points are
shown with green squares, except in states whose lowest elevation spans coastlines or lake shores (the Great Lakes or
Lake Champlain). The elevation of U.S. states and territories may be described in several ways. These
include:.Connecticut, Mount Frissell-South Slope, 2372, Northern U.S. Appalachians. 35. Minnesota, Eagle Mountain,
2301, Midwest-Great Lakes Area. 36. MichiganThe fifty state high points of the United States are an increasingly
popular peakbagging pursuit. There is a club (the Highpointers) and several guidebooks toExplore the highest elevation
point in each of the 50 states using maps or by satellite images. Just click on a point and use the zoom and pan tools in
the upperUnited States Island High Points above 4000 feet. Excluding Lake Islands. Showing s first ascent dates for
climbed peaks (0 out of 0, or NaN%) This project started as my Western USA States Highpoints project. I first
considered climbing the Western USA States Highpoints in the midUnlike most lists of mountains that fall within the
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natural boundaries of geologic formations, United States highpoints are both a testament to mans need to draw While
Alaskas Denali measures up as the highest point in the United States and all of North Americas, its tallest building, the
Conco-Phillips Interactive map and sortable table of all 51 United States highpoints - from Denali in Alaska all the way
down to Britton Hill in Florida.The fifty state high points of the United States are an increasingly popular peakbagging
pursuit. There is a club (the Highpointers) and several guidebooks to
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